Plugin Category

Category: 9.x

Tracker:

- Resource Checkout System and rental pool (to reserve rooms, books, cars, etc).
- Tighter integration with Apache's > .htaccess (error messages, etc.)
- wiki help - plugin list sorting
- Floating top and/or bottom (footer) menu items (and why not left & right too)
- Improvements to the printing process of a full structure like the one in doc.tw.o/Documentation
- Dogfood Forum and List Synchronization between tw.o forums and SourceForge Mailing Lists
- tiki-print_pages.php should allow to choose tikiversion for all pages, if PluginVersion is used
- Completely multilingual Tiki not just Wiki
- Remarksbox: Allow users to tick a checkbox "Don't show this again"
- Categories not assigned
- Tracker import csv brings the tracker into an inconsistent state
- Trackerlist records can only be clicked at the values
- Forum rankings broken
- alarm field type in trackers
- Plugin Edit for Articles
- Section edit fails and loses page content
- {img} plugin does not work if image file name has special characters
- At the end of installer from 4.x to now 8.1, the run of session crashes with an exception "session start"
- File is not an image
- Many lists overlap the layout with fixedwidth styles
- The results of a search in text or title with beginning of text don't decode any text
- Bugs and whishes (tracker on dev.tiki.org) and tiki version 8.x : tab "comments" title with 'num'
- Some of the Spreadsheet settings do not get saved.
- module svnup: Remove dependency on sh doc/devtools/svnup.sh
- Zend_Search_Lucene doesn't work on certain servers
- Add empty lines after each section of records not just bold text for the first entry of the new section of records
- Daily reports: Emails sent mostly every two days instead of daily as indicated in the feature
- Differentiate in Daily reports changes made in general objects and in objects created by the user that is receiving the report
- FAQ won't list
- Files cannot be deleted from filesplugin actions or from wiki attachment actions
- Screencast & Copy-Pasting an image
- Erreur upgrading doc.tiki.org to trunk
- Permit that plugins can override wiki page cache
- redirect plugin in articles redirects on edit article
- Review all HTML5 tags and consider support for missing tags like ABBR and ACRONYM
- WYSIWYG & Mobile: check if browser is supported and provide relevant error message
- notgroups param for modules
- Tracker Import from csv does not set created and lastModif properly
- Freetags apostrophes are escaped
- PATCH: wikiplugin_userlist.php handles privileges the opposite way
- Custom fields for wiki pages (structured data / meta-data for wiki pages)
- Insert image wysiwyg chrome
- Compare generated HTML for all *.tiki.org sites between versions (to check for...
regressions/changes of behavior)
- Tracker field type relations: should be viewable and editable
- Tracker WYSIWYG Field Broken If Another Field Has "Add New Item.." Script
- Category field does not handle 0 as Parent Category
- Only first-level categories can be selected for categorizing a tracker
- Changing default User Group is not immediately taken into account
- PluginShowpages broken v6.7, 8.x and 9.x
- modifier.sefurl.php does not contain a case that handles calendar urls